Bombardier Global Express XRS

> D-AGOV

PERFORMANCE

CABIN AMENITIES

The BOMBARDIER Global Express XRS is an elegant large-cabin business
jet and offers generous space for ten passengers. Certainly living up to
its name, this jet is designed to fly astounding distances of up to 7135 mi
at a maximum speed of 590 mph. Non-stop from Los Angeles to London
or Tokyo? No problem! Thanks to a class leading combination of range,
speed, technology and design, traveling aboard the D-AGOV becomes an
unexceptional pleasure.

Full Refreshment
Center

The generous main cabin comprises eight seats in a double-club
configuration with large tables as well as in-arm monitors and besides the
divan provides an entertainment cabinet. All seats are intelligently sculpted
and provide a berthing option, turning even the longest trip into a restful
experience. The private stateroom integrates a bed as well as a credenza
and adjoins the modern lavatory, leading to the baggage compartment,
which is accessible anytime throughout the flight.

Berthable divan

The fully equipped galley offers extensive work surface for large meal
capabilities, a microwave oven and an espresso machine. To ensure guests
the highest level of safety and a best performing flight personnel, this
Global Express XRS integrates a dedicated resting area for the crew.
and pleasure.

SPEED

590 mph

Fully enclosed
lavatory with sink

MAXIMUM RANGE

7135 mi

Satellite Phone
Espresso machine

ALTITUDE MAX.

51,000 ft.

Microwave oven
Icebox
Flightshow

SPECIFICATIONS

Catering

NORMAL SEATING

Stewardess

10

Bed

BAGGAGE VOLUME

194,2 ft³
Emergency Exit

6.17 ft

Entrance

7.90 ft

48.40 ft
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